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Call to Order
Kandan Kathirvel (KK) called the meeting to order at 10:04 am. Kurt Taylor (KT) assisted in recording the minutes. KT reviewed the antitrust policy notice.
**Agenda/Action Items**
Kandan Kathirvel (KK) reviewed the agenda for the meeting. There were no changes or additional topics added.

**Nephio upcoming blogs**
KK Reviewed the blog plans, need SIG group authors
Sunny Cai will coordinate, Google doc for content

**SIG Updates**
NetArch - Sana Tariq - brief status
Automation - John Belamaric (JB) / Wim Henderickx - discussed issue board for R1, CRD Design
Release - Stephen Wong - discussed the issue board for R1

**Q&A**
-CLA question from Balaji Varadaraju - KK suggested sending questions to Scott Nicholas <snicholas@linuxfoundation.org>
-Anh Thu Vo had questions on the rationale for May deadline for R1, KK/JB referred to May date as a target, will be refined

Kandan Kathirvel (KK) adjourned the meeting at 10:35am PT.